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They are Not âInformal SettlementsââThey are Habitats Made
by People
Lorena ZÃ¡rate, HIC's President / The Nature of Cities
Cities are ecosystems of people, nature and infraestructure

According to the UN, at least one third of theglobal urban population suffers from inadequate living conditions.
Lack ofaccess to basic services (drinking water and/or sanitation, not to mentionenergy, waste recollection,
and transportation), low structural quality ofshelters, overcrowding, dangerous locations, and insecure tenure
are the maincharacteristics normally included in the definitions of so-calledÂ informal settlements.
Recognized as a global phenomenon, nocountry can claim to be free of informal settlements, although the
numbers ofpeople suffering can vary largely depending on the region: these problems nowaffect up to 60
percent of the worldâs populationâor even moreâin someSub-Saharan African and Southeast Asian
cities, and the number of peopleaffected in these locations is expected to double over the next two
decades.High percentages are also seen in several Arab countries, and at least 25percent of urbanites in Latin
America live in informal settlements. Precarioushousing and living conditions and growing homelessness can
also be found inEurope, North America, Australia, and New Zealand, affecting, on average, onein 10 people.
Squatter settlements,favelas, shacks,villasmiseria,bidonvilles, slums, and many othernames are typically used
to refer to such impoverished neighborhoods. Ingeneral terms, all of these names highlight their negative
characteristics andclearly imply pejorative connotations. By cruel extension, the words used todescribe the
physical conditions of the settlements also tend to apply to theirinhabitants. Despite what normative
frameworks might say about all personsbeing equal before the law and the state, inhabitants of informal
settlementsare generally treated as second-class citizens.

Rocinha ("little farmâ, due to its agriculturalvocation until the mid 20th century), located in the rich southern
zone of Riode Janeiro, is considered one of the most populous favelas in Brazil. Most ofits 70,000 inhabitants
live in houses made from concrete and brick and haveaccess to basic sanitation, plumbing, and electricity. The
neighborhood has avibrant local economy. Source: Alamy.com

Colorfulhouses at the base of the Rocinha Favela in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Image shot2010. Source: Alamy.com
In academic and government documents, "informal settlementsâ is thelabel typically applied to these areas.
That those communities are not incompliance with building norms and property and urban planning
regulations isoften given as the main reason for qualifying them as "informalâ. Also definedas "irregularâ,
they can easily be called "illegalâ, and their inhabitantssubsequently criminalized, displaced, and
persecuted. From India to South Africato Ecuador, legal and administrative changes have been made in recent
years togive special/ad hoc inspection and demolition powers to local, provincial, andnational governments to
deal with these neighborhoods and, in theory, toprevent them from growing (in many cases, environmental
laws and regulations orurban projects are used as excuses for destroying these settlements). As wasrecentlyÂ
recognized, the UNâs Millennium Development Goal 7-Target 11commitment to reducing the population
living in slums by 2020 was tragicallytranslated in several countries as the pressure to destroy peopleÂ´s
self-builthousing and even to incarcerate the leaders of social movements (for a criticalanalysis of the "cities
without slumsâ initiative and why language matters, seeGilbert, 2007). In Zimbabwe alone, the UN reports
that as many as 700,000people were affected by terrifying slum "clearanceâ operations in 2005, whichtook
the revealing name of "Remove the filthâ!
At the same time, these areas are frequently presented as empty, coloredgrey or green onÂ maps. As we all
know, not having an official address (streetname and house number) is a huge obstacle to being able to fulfill
other needsand rights: applying for a job, sending oneâs kids to school, being admittedinto health systems.
Invisibility and stigmatization of citizens living inparticular neighborhoods go hand in hand and make poverty,
exclusion, anddiscrimination self-perpetuating. Social exclusion often means spatialsegregation, and vice
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versa.
Following a tradition most probably started before the mid-19th centuryin some English cities undergoing
industrialization processes and migrationfrom the countryside, our contemporary media still often depict the
inhabitantsof informal settlements as the troublemakers, the thieves, the lazy. It is hardto find positive stories
about their daily struggles for better lifeconditions, rights, and dignity.
It is clear that we urgently need a better approach to naming andframing such areas broadly called "informal
settlementsââone that is respectfuland sensitive to the people who live there and that could better
promote thetransformations that our cities and our societies need.
Questioning the formal/informal dichotomy
The "informal settlementsâ label does not reflect, nor does it take intoaccount, the many variations that
these popular settlements present indifferent parts of the world. Using "slumsâ or "informal settlementsâ
todescribe Kibera in Nairobi or Rocinha in Rio de Janeiro does not seemappropriate when, just by looking at
some pictures, anyone can tell that theypresent many differences in terms of quality and durability of the
housingmaterials and access to basic services and infrastructure, to mention some ofthe more visible
contrasts. We can then look to statistics and realize that whilethe cariocas of Rio have private bathrooms in
every housing unit, their fellowson the other side of the ocean only have 1,000 public toilets for
180,000people. Not only that: as a consequence of massive investments during therecent years in
neighborhood improvement programs, a RioÂ favelaÂ housewith a view of one of the many wonderful
bossa-nova bays might now reachÂ US$ 250,000 in valueâand rumors that Hollywood stars arebuying them
are widespread.
Likewise, the classification of all such areas as "informal settlementsâdoes not indicate the relevance of the
places in their cities that they occupyor the spatial segregation they usually suffer from; the lack of access
toaffordable and public transportation, places of employment, schools, hospitals,and other basic facilities; the
lack or limited access to financial resourcessuch as credits, subsidies, etc.; or the lack of technical assistance
and/oradequate materials to consolidate housing and neighborhoods buildings andinfrastructure, just to
mention a few.

Originated as a settlement at the outskirts ofNairobi for Nubian soldiers returning from service with the British
colonialarmy more than a century ago, Kibera ("forestâ) is known as the largest slum inAfrica. Before
KenyaÂ´s independence, the law strictly segregated anddiscriminated non-Europeans groups from political,
economic and social rights.Photo: Mathare Valley. Source: Alamy.com

Kibera,Nairobi, Kenya. Photo: Mathare Valley. Source: Alamy.com
The difficulties of defining a phenomenon so varied and dynamic as"informal settlementsâ are often invoked
to justify the continuing use of thecatchall term and the predominant focus on what they do not have
(Connolly,2007). But academics in several regions have been discussing theformal/informal false dichotomy as
a kind of "discursive differentiationâ thatshapes and enacts knowledge and power relations on the
territories. Many ofthem argue that binary classifications are clearly insufficient to reflect thecomplexity of
settlement processes that we face in reality; suchclassifications simultaneously hide authoritiesâ
responsibilities in producinginformality (Roy, 2009; Yiftachel, 2009; Wigle, 2013).
By defining what is formal and regular, and changing those definitionsover time, according to political
interests, involved governments maintainthese settlements in a "greyâ zone of non-definition and
permanent negotiationthat makes their inhabitants more vulnerable to clientelistic practices(understood as
exchanges of goods and services for political support), whichare particularly intense during electoral periods.
The above authors go so faras to denounce that "the use of such binary categories also entails anuncritical
view of regular settlement areasâ (Wigle). On a related note, theirregularities in accessing urban services
and/or violations of land-use andother planning norms in rich neighborhoods are not punished and, in many
cases,are even presented and considered as positive Â´investmentsÂ´ that benefit thecommunity as a whole.
Based on such considerations, formal/informal,regular/irregular are ever-changing and mutually-defined
categories and notfixed, contrasting entities.
In more general terms, these classifications do not allow us to analyzethe profound, structural causes that
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explain the creation of precarious andinadequate settlements: expulsion of rural,Â campesino,andindigenous
people due to the lack of government support for small andmedium-sized agriculture; lack of mechanisms to
control land grabbing andspeculation; evictions and displacements due to multifactorial crises, socialconflicts
over land, resources, and natural or manmade disasters; urban renewaland "developmentâ projects; lack of
facilities and services; lack of affordableland and housing policies; social vulnerability and low-paid,
unprotected jobs;lack of opportunities for youth; discrimination and marginalization.
Without considering the causes, how would we be able to reverse thosetendencies and find the needed
solutions?
The city produced by the people: the urgent need to understand it andsupport it
Academics arenât the only ones who have being questioning this negativeand limited approach. For more
than 50 years, civil society organizations,engaged professionals, and activists have being analyzing and
supporting theseprocesses from a different, but also critical, point of view.
This movement, described as Social Production of Habitat, intends tohighlight the positive and transformative
characteristics of so-called"informal settlementsâ, which involve people-driven and
people-centeredprocesses to produce and manage housing, services, and community infrastructure.In other
words, processes of practical problem solving for achieving humandignity and a better quality of life.
"Social Production of Habitatâ is a phrase intended to describe peopleproducing their own habitat: dwellings,
villages, neighborhoods, and even largeparts of cities. They may be found in rural and urban settings, ranging
fromspontaneous individual/familial self-constructions, to collective productionsthat imply high levels of
organization, broad participation, and agency fornegotiation and advocacy with public and private
institutionsâalthough, ingeneral, they are implemented with very little or no support and often despitea
myriad of economic and institutional obstacles (Ortiz and ZÃ¡rate, 2002).
In recent decades,Â Habitat International Coalition, or HIC (full disclosure: I amcurrently serving as President of
HIC), and other international networks havebeen documenting some of these collective initiatives in various
parts of theworld. Different kinds of organized social groups (social movements,cooperatives, tenantsâ
federations, womenâs organizations, etc.) are drivinginnovative experiences that cover a broad range of
activities: from accessingland and building housing and basic infrastructure, to the responsiblemanagement of
the commons (water, forests and green areas, public spaces andcommunity infrastructure); from gender
equality and human rights promotion anddefense, to food production and preservation of cultural identity.
The underlying, essential factor is that these initiatives and projectsconsider the production of housing and
human habitat as a social process, notjust as a material product. The collective effort to build and produce a
placeto live is not a mere object for exchange. It is a combination of differenttypes of knowledge, expertise,
materials, and other in-kind contributions fromdifferent actors and institutions, and not something that one can
just buy (ornot!). It is a social relation and not a mere commodity.
Instead of "informal settlementsâ, we prefer to understand and describethem as practices and social
struggles that not only build houses andneighborhoods strictly on a physical level; at the same time, and
perhaps evenmore importantly, they also build active and responsible citizenships againstmarginalization and
social and urban segregation, advancing direct democraticexercise and improving individual and community
livelihoods, participantsâself-esteem, and social coexistence (Ortiz and ZÃ¡rate, 2004). In fewer words:the
city produced by the people.
When organized, recognized, and supported (with the appropriate legal,administrative, financial, and technical
mechanisms), these processes have arelevant positive impact both at the micro- and macroeconomic levels.
Giventhat official statistics usually do not measure these peopleÂ´s and communitiesÂ´efforts, HIC members
have promoted research and dissemination projects withdifferent academic institutions. TheÂ findings show
Â thatin places such as Brazil or Mexico, the Social Production of Habitat representsa constant contribution of
around 1 percent of GDP (even in times of seriouseconomic crisis, when public and private actors reduce their
investmentsconsiderably); at the same time, they explain the multiple ways in which suchsocial initiatives
activate and strengthen several circuits of the localeconomy, at small and medium scales (construction
materials and labour,professional services, etc.) (Torres, 2006).
At the same time, and thanks to their innovative proposals and concreteresults, individuals and organizations
engaging in the Social Production ofHabitat have influenced the reorientation of housing and urban
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developmentpolicies and contributed to generating changes in legal, financial, andadministrative instruments
relevant to social housing, self-managed processes,tenure security, attention to low-income sectors, and
environmentalimprovement, among other issues.
Social Production of HabitatÂ as a fulfillment of humanrights
Social Production of Habitat movements and projects fill the gaps leftfrom the stateâs failure to respect,
protect, and fulfill human rights,particularly the human right to adequate housing and other related
rights:property, water and sanitation, participation, non-discrimination, andself-determination, just to mention
a few. Moreover, the right to produce andmanage our habitat is one of theÂ strategic components of the right
to the city.
That being said, it is fundamental to highlight that peopleâs agency toimprove habitat does not absolve the
state of its obligations to citizens andresidents (Schechla, 2004). According to the international commitments
thatthey have signed, governmentsâboth at national and subnational levels,including regional, provincial,
and local authoritiesâare obligated to refrainfrom forced evictions, confiscation and repression of human
rights defenders,discrimination, corruption, withholding services, and other such violations.
State institutions and officials should abstain from actions that wouldobstruct the social production of housing
process, in particular throughhousing destruction and displacements. As established inÂ standard-setting
instruments, when resettlement is the onlyavailable option (i.e. due to a disaster-prone location or similar
issue), theparticipation of the affected community and families is mandatory in agreeingthe details of the
process and negotiating appropriate resettlements (includingproviding shelter in a nearby location so as not to
affect peopleÂ´s livelihoodsand social networks), as well as just remuneration and compensation measures.
At the level of protection, state obligations in the social productionof housing process involve the provision of
safeguards and assurances offreedom from unnecessary and disproportionate use of force, public-service
feeincreases, monopolistic control of building materials, and other impediments tothe peopleâs process. The
state also bears the obligation to prosecuteviolators and ensure effective relief and remedy for victims.
Measures thatprevent, deny, or repress the inhabitantsâ rights to association,participation, and free
expression in the physical development process wouldalso violate the obligation to respect the human right to
adequate housing.
At the fulfillment level, the state possesses unique capacities toensure, recognize, and support peopleÂ´s
efforts and community-led efforts.Enabling social production of habitat policies, programs, institutions,
andbudgets is fundamental, including those that can guarantee access to:

land ingood locations
securityof tenure, prioritizing womenÂ´s needs and rights
servicesand infrastructure
adequatefinancial resources and schemes (credits, subsidies, and savings; recognizingpeopleâs in-kind
contributions)
professionaltechnical assistance
information,materials, and technology
cross-sectorialtraining

Comparing different forms of producing housing andneighborhoods in face of obstacles to the right to
adequate housing.Red:Â weak/nocompliance;Â Yellow:Â mid compliance;Â Green:highcompilance
A newurban agenda 2016-2036: a paradigm shift?
The third UN Conference onHousing and Sustainable Urban Development (known asÂ Habitat III) will take place
in Ecuador in October 2016. Foralmost two years now, multiple actors and institutions, including national
andlocal governments, social movements and civil society networks, youth andwomenâs organizations,
academics, professionals, journalists, and the UN andother international agencies have being participating in
debates, declarations,and other documents that will serve as inputs for what should be theConferenceâs
main outcome: a "New Urban Agendaâ.
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An initial set of writtenmaterials, the so-calledÂ Issue Papers, was produced during the first half of 2015
anddealt with 22 relevant themes. One of those themes wasÂ informal settlements, which tried to provide
definitions ofpertinent key words (without mentioning any critics or limitations), someupdated global figures
and facts, as well as relevant recommendations. Those"key drivers for actionâ included eight topics:
Recognition of the informalsettlement and slum challenge and the mainstreaming of human rights;
Governmentleadership; Systemic and city-wide/âat scaleâ approaches; Integration of peopleand systems;
Housing at the centre; Appropriate long term financial investmentand inclusive financing options; Developing
participatory, robust, standardizedand computerized data collection processes; and Creating learning
platforms.Although they might not be sufficient, each of these eight topics isfundamental, and the group of
topics certainly reflects many of the concernsand proposals for which civil society and social organizations
have beenadvocating.
However, it seems that thoseimportant analyses and recommendations did not make their way into the
secondround of official documents, theÂ Policy PapersÂ (February2016). None of those 10 papers dealt
exclusively with informal settlements, andtheir contents do not seem to take into consideration the concepts
or keydrivers discussed in the previous Issue Papers. It is true that a few weeksago, an official thematic
preparatory meeting on this particular topic was heldin Pretoria, from which arose clear and strong
recommendations on relevantelements such as land policy (balanced territorial development and
urbanplanning), protection against evictions, participatory and in situslum-upgrading programs, among others;
but, again, no critical review on theconcept or alternative definitions were considered in its declaration.
At the same time, the socialproduction of habitat is mentioned several times in different documents, butonly in
a very limited and superficial manner, despite the prolific and solidcontents and formal commitments that the
predecessorÂ Habitat AgendaÂ (Istanbul, 1996) managed to include.Today, as yesterday, our networks will
continue to push so that a more accuratedefinition, analysis, and policy recommendations are considered in
the newagenda (seeÂ Mexico City Declaration on Financing Urban Development, March2016). Bringing the
communitiesÂ´ voices to the debates and showing theachievements and challenges that they face should be
one of our main tasks.
Changing the words meanschanging the concepts; changing the concepts means changing the way
weunderstand (or not) complex phenomena and are able (or not) to transform themin a positive way.
Neither informal nor irregular,these are, above all,Â humanÂ settlements. Or even better: theyare the city
produced by the people: the people who claim their rights to live,build, and transform the city.
Lorena ZÃ¡rate
Mexico City
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